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Whilst most studies in single-molecule electronics involve components ﬁrst synthesized ex situ, there is also
great potential in exploiting chemical transformations to prepare devices in situ. Here, as a ﬁrst step towards
this goal, we conduct reversible reactions on monolayers to make and break covalent bonds between
alkanes of diﬀerent lengths, then measure the conductance of these molecules connected between
electrodes using the scanning tunneling microscopy-based break junction (STM-BJ) method. In doing
so, we develop the critical methodology required for assembling and disassembling surface-bound
single-molecule circuits. We identify eﬀective reaction conditions for surface-bound reagents, and
importantly demonstrate that the electronic characteristics of wires created in situ agree with those
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created ex situ. Finally, we show that the STM-BJ technique is unique in its ability to deﬁnitively probe
surface reaction yields both on a local (50 nm2) and pseudo-global ($10 mm2) level. This investigation
thus highlights a route to the construction and integration of more complex, and ultimately functional,
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surface-based single-molecule circuitry, as well as advancing a methodology that facilitates studies
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beyond the reach of traditional ex situ synthetic approaches.

Experimental techniques that enable the measurement of
single-molecule properties have signicantly advanced our
understanding of how molecular structure relates to function,
from charge transport1,2 and magnetism3–5 to mechanics.6,7 In
part, this achievement results from the decoupling of properties
and variables associated with multi-molecular characterizations,8,9 such as molecular packing eﬀects,10,11 defect types and
densities,12–14 or the absolute number of molecules being
examined.15,16 Though the primary focus has so far been characterization, there is an increasing need to address the problem
of how useful properties might ultimately be exploited at the
single-molecule level, for example, using chemical principles.17–19 Investigations along these lines are of broad interest,
seeking to explore fundamental questions regarding how
molecular materials can be arranged with precision into varied
and complex assemblies.
In single-molecule electronics, one such challenge concerns
the organization of functional components into an addressable
array of circuitry.20–23 Prospective methods would most likely
utilize ‘bottom-up’, self-assembly processes (controllable at the
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molecular level),24–27 rather than exclusively rely upon classical,
‘top-down’, photo-lithographic techniques, although the path
forward is not yet clear. One possible direction is the
construction of surface-based molecular circuits using a multistep ‘total synthesis’ approach. To date however, with the
exception of irreversible, single-step reactions used to form new
electrode–molecule contacts, almost all work in the area has
involved the study of surface self-assembled components
synthesized ex situ (prepared elsewhere before measurement).28–31
Though there have been numerous studies exploring in situ
reactions on monolayers (where synthesis and measurement/use
occur at the same position),32–40 few have subsequently probed
modied substrates at a single-molecule level.41
In this work, we demonstrate how reversible synthetic
methods can be used to manipulate surface-bound singlemolecule circuits comprising diﬀerent resistors ‘wired’ in
series (Fig. 1). Here, components are represented by alkane
chains of diﬀerent lengths, and are assembled or dissembled in
situ using esterication or hydrolysis to form or break covalent
bonds. The success of surface-based reactions, rst applied to
a model system, were corroborated using a variety of methods
including scanning tunneling microscope-based break junction
(STM-BJ) measurements on ex situ synthesized materials, ex situ
synthetic models, and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).
Their subsequent application to a series of diﬀerent surfacebound reagents facilitated conductance measurements of
materials made entirely in situ. We nd the STM-BJ method to
be a highly sensitive tool for the characterization of surfacebased reaction yields at both local (50 nm2) and pseudo-
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Fig. 1 Surface-based chemistry is used to eﬀectively assemble or
disassemble single-molecule circuits in situ (equivalent circuit
diagrams depict the molecular components as ‘resistors’ only to
illustrate the underlying concept). Modiﬁcation of self-assembled
monolayers is achieved using Steglich esteriﬁcation and hydrolysis
reactions (DIC ¼ N,N0 -diisopropylcarbodiimide, DMAP ¼ 4-[dimethylamino]pyridine; n ¼ 3 [4-OH/7-SMe], 5 [6-OH/9-SMe], 7 [8-OH/
11-SMe]).

global ($10 mm2) levels, where the reagent and product
conductance peak intensities reect their respective proportions in a mixed monolayer.
Our approach also draws analogies to well-established
techniques such as solid-phase peptide synthesis, bringing
several advantages and opportunities (compared to solutionbased synthetic methods) including facile purication of
components and combinatorial “split-mix synthesis”.42,43
Importantly, surface bound products are in general not subject
to any solubility requirements, removing the necessity to
incorporate solubilizing groups or enabling measurements in
solvents of diﬀerent polarities. We note that solid-phase
methodologies for the ex situ preparations of components
were pioneered years ago,44 but have never previously been
applied to conducting substrates for single-molecule measurements in situ. It is critical in this context to design systems
following certain key principles: incorporating robust and
conducting gold-binding groups, using appropriate reaction
conditions, for example, not displacing the surface-bound
species, and anticipating signicant diﬀerences in the
conductance of reagent and product for unambiguous determination of reaction success.

Chemical Science

of functionalized substrates, as well as facilitating surfacebased protecting group methodologies. Furthermore, by using
simple alcohol reagents such as 2-(methylthio)ethanol we could
form esters terminated with thiomethyl groups (e.g. 11-SMe,
Fig. 1-right). Both reagent and product would then be capable of
forming junctions, as –SH, –COOH and –SMe are all known
linkers for gold.47–50 The ester product 11-SMe, containing both
the original alkane chain of 8-OH (resistor 1) plus an additional
saturated bridge component (resistor 2), would function as the
molecular part of a circuit comprising diﬀerent resistors ‘wired’
in series (Fig. 1).
Before studying the interconversion of 8-OH and 11-SMe in
situ we rst characterized the ex situ synthesized components
independently, enabling comparison of conductance measurements obtained in each case to establish that in situ and ex situ
measurements yield the same results. Single-molecule
conductance measurements were performed using the STM-BJ
method as detailed in the Methods section,1,2 primarily to
self-assembled monolayers, without altering the measurement
technique except for having to periodically move the STM tip
relative to the substrate to avoid depleting the contact area of
molecules (Fig. 2a). Starting from commercially available 8-OH,
11-SMe was synthesized ex situ in two steps as the disulde
dimer (ESI, Scheme S1†). We note that disulde formation
oﬀers a convenient ‘self-protecting group’ strategy for components comprising a single thiol group as the disulde bond is
thought to cleave in contact with gold to provide self-assembled
monolayers similar in structure to those formed from analogous thiol-terminated precursors.25,51
Subsequent STM-BJ self-assembled monolayer measurements of both the acid reagent and ester product conrmed
they form single-molecule junctions with well-separated

Results and discussion
The model surface-based molecular system developed here
consists of discreet components of an electrical circuit that can
be assembled or disassembled using in situ chemical reactions
(structures shown in Fig. 1). 8-Mercaptooctanoic acid (8-OH)
was chosen to function as surface-bound reactant (Fig. 1-le)
given that similar a,u-functionalized alkanes have been shown
to form well-ordered, crystalline monolayers on gold.45,46 The
strong Au–S bottom-contact could limit desorption, and the
free, terminal carboxylic acid moiety could be amenable to
a wide number of diﬀerent modications. We focused here on
esterication reactions, given the large number of reported
conditions available for testing, and also because any ester
products could easily be hydrolyzed back to their parent
carboxylic acids. Such reversible processes might enable reuse
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Fig. 2 (a) Representation of a single-molecule junction formed
between a gold STM tip and gold substrate functionalized with a selfassembled monolayer. Diﬀerent surface-bound layers (inset) were
studied following the modiﬁcation of surface-bound materials in situ
or by deposition of ex situ synthesized molecules onto clean gold
substrates. (b) Overlaid one-dimensional logarithmically binned
conductance histograms prepared from monolayer measurements of
8-OH (red, high G) and 11-SMe (blue, low G) synthesized ex situ (5000
traces, Vbias ¼ 345 mV, 100 bins per decade). Conductance peaks for
both acid (reagent, red) and ester (product, blue) are well separated,
ultimately enabling the evaluation of surface-based reaction yields.
Inset structures are the ex situ synthesized precursors used to form
monolayers.
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conductance peaks (Fig. 2b, for two-dimensional histograms
see ESI, Fig. S2†). Whilst junction formation probabilities
inferred from conductance peak heights were generally lower
for monolayers than for solution measurements (51% vs. 75% of
traces contained plateau features, respectively, based on visual
inspection of data for 8-OH), the most probable conductance
values obtained were in good agreement (ESI, Fig. S1†). The
observed diﬀerences in junction formation probabilities could
be attributed to the limited number of molecules in the vicinity
of an STM tip when probing a monolayer, compared to the
continuous diﬀusion of new molecules from bulk to the tip
when conducting measurements in solution. To conrm that
the ester moiety of 11-SMe does not function as a linker group
for gold, we also measured methyl 8-mercaptooctanoate (8OMe) the methyl ester analogue of 8-OH. This compound did
not form molecular junctions (ESI, Fig. S1†) in good agreement
with previous work.49
In this work, we found that the choice of appropriate reaction conditions for surface-based syntheses required careful
consideration. Alkanethiol monolayers have been reported to
desorb upon exposure to strong acids/bases, oxidizing/reducing
conditions, particular solvents or temperatures above
100  C.52–54 Their stability is also a function of intermolecular
interactions such as van der Waals forces55 or hydrogen
bonding,56,57 not just the Au–S bonding motif. Aer testing
diﬀerent reaction conditions (e.g. Fischer esterication58),
including unconventional esterication methods (using PPh3,
I2, imidazole)59 that resulted in the apparent etching/
dissolution of the gold surface, we found Steglich conditions
(Fig. 1, top) to work well on monolayer lms. These rapidly
convert carboxylic acids to esters ex situ in the presence of an
alcohol (HOR), a carbodiimide (dehydrating agent) and 4(dimethylamino)pyridine (DMAP, catalyst).60 For the reverse
reaction, we utilized lithium hydroxide (a mild base) in MeOH/
H2O for hydrolysis of 11-SMe-functionalized substrates to 8-OH
(Fig. 1, bottom).61
Fig. 3a shows 1D conductance histograms obtained from
STM-BJ measurements of substrates comprising 8-OH monolayers before and aer in situ reactions. Following exposure to
Steglich esterication using N,N0 -diisopropylcarbodiimide
(DIC), the intensity of the conductance peak for 8-OH is
signicantly diminished in comparison to a new peak at lower
conductance. The latter was readily attributed to junctions
formed with 11-SMe through comparisons to conductance
measurements of the ex situ synthesized material (Fig. 3b).
Subsequent exposure of surface-bound 11-SMe to hydrolysis
conditions restored the original 8-OH junction conductance
peak. XPS measurements of the O 1s binding energies on
representative substrates provided additional evidence for the
on-surface esterication, corroborating the STM-BJ results (ESI,
Fig. S6†). Though the relative intensities of conductance peaks
before and aer reactions demonstrate that high, if not
complete, conversions for surface-based reactions are possible,
we found that yields could vary from experiment to experiment
(see ESI, Fig. S3† and discussion below).
Identical in situ Steglich conditions were next applied to
synthesize 7-SMe and 9-SMe from monolayers of 4-OH and 6-
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Fig. 3 (a) Representative one-dimensional conductance histograms
from monolayers measured before and after surface-based reactions.
A pristine monolayer of 8-OH provides a peak at 104 G0 (red). After
in situ esteriﬁcation this is signiﬁcantly reduced in intensity with respect
to a new peak at 106 G0 (blue), corresponding to 11-SMe. Hydrolysis
of this surface qualitatively restores the initial system (black). (b) A
semi-log plot of conductance versus bridge length (where N is the
number of atoms between surface linkers) for monolayer measurements of ex situ (crosses) and in situ (circles) synthesized species.
Exponential ﬁts to N-OH and N-SMe series (dashed lines) reveal
comparable b-values. Note: the error in the conductance peak positions are smaller than the markers used to denote the values.

OH (shorter alkane chains/smaller resistors, see Fig. 1 for
molecular structures). STM-BJ measurements were then carried
out on the reacted substrates. In all cases, we observed a new
conductance peak at lower conductance that we attributed to
the surface-bound product (for 1D and 2D histograms from
monolayers measured before and aer surface reactions see the
ESI, Fig. S4†). We plot, in Fig. 3b, the conductance values of
reactants (N-OH) and products (N-SMe). We nd that for both
series, the conductance decays exponentially with increasing
number of carbon and oxygen atoms (N) in the backbone as G 
ebN. The decay constants b are very similar for both series (0.93
per atom for the N-OH and 0.99 per atom for N-SMe), however,
the thiomethyl-terminated ester products have a lower
conductance for the same bridge length. This could result partly
from the N-SMe series having an O within the backbone and
partly due to a diﬀerence between the contact resistance of
carboxylic acid group and a methylsulde group.49 As demonstrated here with in situ synthesized 7-SMe and 9-SMe monolayers, the application of appropriate reactions to new systems
(in this case Steglich esterication of carboxylic acids attached
to diﬀerent molecular backbones) enables conductance
measurements of novel materials never previously isolated
ex situ.
By varying the conditions used to convert monolayers of 8OH to 11-SMe, we obtained additional insights into the surfacebased esterication process. Somewhat surprisingly, if N,N0 dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC) was used instead of DIC only
poor conversions were observed (Fig. 4a-black line and ESI,
Fig. S3b†). This is in stark contrast to the good or excellent
isolated yields obtained from ex situ reactions using a model
system, over much shorter timescales (ESI, Scheme S2†). We
questioned whether the increased bulk of DCC (with cyclohexyl
moieties) compared to DIC (isopropyl moieties) was limiting the
surface-based reaction, where the close proximity of individual
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Fig. 4 (a) Overlaid one-dimensional conductance histograms (5000
traces) showing the eﬀect of monolayer dilution on surface-based
Steglich esteriﬁcation yields using DCC. Black: incomplete conversion
of a pure 8-OH monolayer to 11-SMe after 41 h reaction time. Blue:
high conversion of 8-OH monolayer co-adsorbed with hexanethiol as
a diluent (8-OH : hexanethiol molar ratio of 1 : 0.5) after 24 h reaction
time. (b) Overlaid one-dimensional conductance histograms showing
the eﬀect of monolayer dilution on the intensity of the molecular
conductance peak. Every histogram is the average of three independent experiments (with 5000 traces measured for each substrate).

molecules in the monolayer could present a steric barrier.
Similar eﬀects have previously been noted for other monolayerbased reactions.25,62–65
To explore this hypothesis in the current context, we formed
a series of 8-OH monolayers that were progressively diluted with
(shorter) hexanethiol matrices through co-deposition of both
components from solution. Whilst this should increase the
average distance between reactive species on the surface
(reducing intermolecular steric eﬀects), it is important to note
that the composition of monolayers formed in this way do not
necessarily reect the composition of the solution,66,67 and that
surface-bound species may form discreet domains rather than
mix perfectly.68 In any case, STM-BJ measurements clearly
illustrated the expected trend. As the proportion of hexanethiol
increases (from acid : alkane molar ratios of 1 : 0 to 1 : 3), the
height of the 8-OH conductance peak decreases (Fig. 4b).
Subsequent application of in situ reactions to selected semidilute monolayers showed it was now possible to achieve high
conversions, even when using the sterically bulky DCC (Fig. 4ablue line). This result supports the idea that steric eﬀects
imposed by adjacent adsorbates in carboxylic acid-terminated
alkanethiol monolayers may strongly aﬀect the success of
surface-based reactions compared to otherwise identical transformations in solution.
The STM-BJ data collected from incomplete surface reactions
was subjected to further analysis in an attempt to determine the
spatial distribution of reactant and product on the surface. This
was of interest to better understand the progression of reactions
in two dimensions, where, for example, perfect mixing of
species might suggest that the reaction rate is independent of
molecular environment. If local surface concentrations of
product and reagent varied signicantly compared to the bulk
average, it might instead indicate that the reaction rate is
dependent on molecular environment or that the reaction
proceeds via propagation from a nucleation point.65 The STM-BJ
methodology used here in the measurement of monolayers
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facilitates just such an analysis, as by moving the tip relative to
the substrate every 250 traces, we sample many diﬀerent
surface locations. In the absence of signicant tip–surface dri,
only molecules within a small area of around 50 nm2 will be
measured at a given location.69 For mixed monolayers resulting
from incomplete surface reactions, the ratio of product and
reactant conductance peak intensities in a histogram prepared
from traces collected at a single tip location then reects the
local surface reaction yield at that location. This is diﬀerent
from the pseudo-global surface reaction yields presented in
histograms above (comprised of $5000 traces), as these are
obtained by combining many tip–substrate positions (sometimes separated by relatively large distances, e.g. >1 mm). This
reects the remarkable and unique ability of the STM-BJ
method to easily discriminate a surface monolayer modication (even as minor as a conversion from a –COOMe to a –COOH
termination) at the nanometer scale. We note that whilst the
presence or absence of a conductance peak readily signies 0 or
100% yield (10%), fully quantitative determinations of yield
would require calibration of peak area and junction formation
probability for each molecule studied (these are specic to
molecular length, structure and linker groups).
Application of such an analysis to the incomplete reaction
data shown in Fig. 4a (black line) reveals signicant diﬀerences
in the ratio of product and reactant peak intensities at diﬀerent
tip locations as shown in Fig. 5. Given the long reaction time (41
h) this substrate was exposed to, and the lack of reactivity of
analogous surface layers on shorter timescales (24 h, see ESI,
Fig. S3b†), the apparent inhomogeneity of bound surface
species potentially indicates that breakdown of monolayer
ordering (e.g. via desorption events) is a prerequisite for in situ
esterication under Steglich conditions using DCC. This view is
also consistent with the fact that we only observe high conversions under these reaction conditions aer dilution of the
reactant on the surface through co-adsorption with hexanethiol.

Fig. 5 (a) A plot of the conductance peak maximum (where Cmax ¼
maximum count/trace at the most probable conductance) of product
(blue triangles) and reactant peaks (red squares) against trace number
for consecutive groups of 250 traces (intensities were obtained from
linear background-subtracted Gaussian ﬁts to 1D histograms, where
250 traces  1 tip position), for the data set presented in Fig. 4a (black
line, 5000 traces, 20 tip positions). The same analysis is shown for
a pure monolayer of 8-OH (black circles, from the data set shown in
Fig. 2b), for comparison. (b) Two 250-trace histograms from the
reacted monolayer data set used in (a), overlaid to show the extremes
of variation/250 traces.
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This concept was further extended to exploit established
surface-based reactions that have not yet been used to study
materials at the single-molecule level. Under conditions introduced by van der Dri70 and developed by Frisbie,34 we reacted
a self-assembled monolayer of 4-aminothiophenol with 4(methylthio)benzaldehyde to form the corresponding imine
(see ESI, Fig. S5a† and the Experimental section for further
details). Whereas STM-BJ measurements on 4-aminothiophenol
monolayers typically showed featureless conductance histograms, reacted monolayers yielded a peak at 103 G0 that we
attribute to the in situ synthesized product (ESI, Fig. S5†).

Conclusion
We have demonstrated how single and multi-step (reversible)
surface-based reactions may be utilized within single-molecule
electronics to assemble and disassemble simple resistive
circuits in situ and characterized these circuits through STM-BJ
measurements. In principle, many other components can be
‘wired’ up using analogous methods, through application of any
number of diﬀerent reactions, even exploiting recent advances
in ‘on-surface’ synthesis,71 to potentially create circuits with
broader functionality. By modifying the conditions used to
eﬀect surface-based reactions, we demonstrate further the
impact of intermolecular steric eﬀects on in situ synthesized
product yields, a factor not typically important to consider when
conducting reactions in solution. As robust in situ methodologies become available, the ability to construct and characterize
new components without isolating them rst ex situ also oﬀers
many possibilities for rapid component screening in the search
for novel properties. The unique sensitivity of the STM-BJ
method to denitively probe surface reaction yields at the
nanometer scale is particularly useful in this context, being
complementary to existing analysis techniques such as surface
electrochemistry, XPS and infrared reection-absorbance spectroscopy, and oﬀering additional insights into the nature of
chemical reactions in two-dimensions. Though this study has
focused attention on single-molecule electronics, we suggest
the application of chemical reactions in situ is equally relevant
to other elds (from catalysis72 to molecular machinery73,74)
where the ability to pattern surface-based systems at the singlemolecule level is a desired goal.

Methods
STM-BJ
Here a bias voltage (Vbias) is applied between a freshly cut gold
STM tip and a gold substrate, and the junction current (I) is
recorded as a function of tip–substrate displacement. By driving
the tip in and out of the substrate, an initial large area gold
contact with a conductance G ¼ I/Vbias much larger than the
quantum of conductance, G0 ¼ 2e2h, is rst created. The tip is
then retracted and the contact is thinned to a single-atom
contact (G  G0) before breaking completely. This process
forms a sub-nm gap between two atomically sharp electrodes
where, in the absence of any bridging molecules, increasing tip–
substrate displacement results in a rapid drop of the measured
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conductance to the electrical noise oor. In the presence of
bridging molecules, the conductance rst drops to an interim
value (characteristic of charge transport through the molecule),
before ultimately dropping to noise as increasing tip–substrate
displacement ruptures the molecular junction. Aer repeatedly
forming thousands of junctions in this way, the conductance
data is analyzed using statistical methods (see the ESI,†
Experimental section for further details).
Monolayer preparation
For experiments involving self-assembled monolayers template
stripped Au (TSAu) substrates were used. Following methodologies introduced by others,75,76 a >100 nm Au layer was evaporated onto 400 Prime Grade h100i 1–10 U cm1 500–550 mm
single side polished silicon wafers (Nova Electronic Materials,
LLC, Texas, USA). Glass tiles (1 cm2, cleaned using oxygen
plasma to improve adhesion) were then bonded to the Au layer
(forming a Si–Au–glass assembly) using either NOA 61 optical
adhesive (Norland Products Inc., New Jersey, USA), or EP41S-5
two-part epoxy (Masterbond, New Jersey, USA). The former
was cured through 15 min exposure to a Dymax 400 Watt UV
Curing System then aged for $12 h at 50  C, the latter cured for
$24 h at room temperature. Immediately prior to use, individual Au–adhesive–glass ensembles were cleaved from the
silicon wafer using a razor blade, to reveal a clean, at Au
surface. Glassware in contact with solutions used for monolayer
preparation was rst cleaned with oxygen plasma for at least
10 min. Monolayers of carboxylic acid functionalized thioalkanes were formed through immersion of freshly cleaved TSAu
substrates into 0.02 mM solutions in ethanol : acetic acid (9 : 1
v/v) for 20–26 h.45 Monolayers of 4-aminothiophenol were
prepared by immersion of freshly cleaved TSAu substrates in
a 10 mM ethanolic solution for 2 h.34,70 Monolayers of 11-SMe
were formed by immersion of freshly cleaved TSAu substrates in
a 0.5 mM ethanolic solution for 20–26 h.25 Aer emersion,
substrates were rinsed copiously with ethanol (>4  2 mL), and
dried in a stream of N2. STM-BJ measurements on monolayers
were performed in air, with the tip repeatedly moved laterally
relative to the substrate by a distance of $200 nm aer
measuring 250 traces at a given tip–substrate position. This
ensured there was always enough molecules to form junctions,
as well as helping to average out local variations by sampling
a greater surface area. Without moving, we observed a steady
decrease in the molecular conductance peak intensity over
1000–2000 measurements, presumably due to local dilution of
the monolayer by clean gold pulled out of the surface with
repeated tip–substrate contact.69
Typical in situ synthetic protocols
Esterication. TSAu substrates (N61 adhesive) functionalized
with a carboxylic acid terminated SAM were suspended in a 20
mL reaction vial (Chemglass CG-4904-01) equipped with a cross
magnetic stirrer bar and a septum cap (see ESI, Fig. S7† for
a typical experimental setup). A solution of 2-(methylthio)
ethanol (8.00 mL, 90.1 mmol), N,N0 -diisopropylcarbodiimide
(1.00 mL, 6.46 mmol) and 4-dimethylaminopyridine (0.080 g,
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0.65 mmol) was prepared, whereby 10 mL was added to the
vial and stirred at room temperature for 1 day. The substrates
were subsequently removed and washed sequentially with
EtOH, CH2Cl2 (rapidly), EtOH, H2O and EtOH, before drying in
a stream of N2.
Hydrolysis. TSAu substrates (N61 adhesive) functionalized
with a SAM comprising an ester linkage were suspended in a 20
mL reaction vial (Chemglass CG-4904-01) equipped with a cross
magnetic stirrer bar and a septum cap (see ESI, Fig. S7† for
a typical experimental setup). A solution of LiOH (0.092 g, 3.8
mmol) in H2O/MeOH (10 mL, 2 : 8 v/v) was prepared, then
added to the vial and stirred at room temperature for 1 day. The
substrates were subsequently removed and washed sequentially
with H2O, 1 M HCl (60 s immersion), H2O and EtOH, before
drying in a stream of N2.
Imine dehydration.34,70 TSAu substrates (EP41S-5 adhesive)
functionalized with SAM of 4-aminothiophenol were placed in
a vial whereby an ethanolic solution of 4-(methylthio)benzaldehyde (20 mM) was added. Aer 22 h at room temperature
(without stirring), the substrates were removed and thoroughly
washed with EtOH before drying in a stream of N2.
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XPS
DIC
DMAP
DCC

Scanning tunneling microscope-based break junction
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
N,N0 -Diisopropylcarbodiimide
4-(Dimethylamino)pyridine
N,N0 -Dicyclohexylcarbodiimide
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